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Material

Short text

EAN-040		

Claypaky commercial code

AM19003017G

Kreios Aqua Mini RGBW 160W VS1 OSRAM

4052899595668

OL2005E60100

Material

Short text

EAN-040

AM19342017G

AQUA MINI DMX CABLE EXT 10M VS6 OSRAM

4062172016155

OA1001000102

AM19343017G

AQUA MINI DMX CABLE EXT 25M VS2 OSRAM

4062172016179

OA1002000102

AM19341017G

AQUA MINI DMX CABLE EXT 5M VS10 OSRAM

4062172016124

OA1000000102

AM19345017G

AQUA MINI POWER CABLE EXT 10M VS4 OSRAM

4062172016216

OA1004000102

AM19346017G

AQUA MINI POWER CABLE EXT 25M VS2 OSRAM

4062172016230

OA1005000102
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Aqua MINI ordering information

Light is captivating
Aqua MINI underwater RGBW fixture
Create magical moments with Aqua MINI.

Marcel-Breuer-Strasse 6
80807 Munich, Germany
Phone +49 89-6213-0
Fax		

+49 89-6213-2020

www.osram.com

Light is OSRAM

AQUA MINI

Turn water and light into emotions
A powerful permanent underwater RGBW fixture.

AQUA MINI

Product features and benefits
—
—
—
—
—
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—
—
—
—
—

—

Compact permanent underwater fixture (IP68)
5 * 4 in 1 LEDs (OSRAM OSTAR Stage)
160W power consumption
3500lm output
24V input voltage
10 degree beam angle
Weight ~4kg
CE and ETL certification (for USA and Canadian
markets)
Designed for use underwater
DMX in and out. RDM functions
Integrated driver
Available accessories:
IP68 DMX extension cable with male connector on
one side and female connector on the other side (5,
10, 25m) IP68 Power extension cable with male
connector on one side and female connector on the
other side (10, 25m)
Applications: fountain illumination (small fountains 1015m height) / water show (not to be used in swimming
pools) / Architainment

Aqua MINI underwater RGBW fixture
— Typical Light output of >3500lm
— 5 RGBW multichip (4 in 1) / high power (30W each)
— Transportation and handling savings can be made
thanks to its compactness
— Maximum power consumption of 160W when all
LEDs are used at 100%
— IP68 rated for permanent underwater use
Breathtaking moments in life are what create the experience we receive, making it worth every minute and every second.
When the two main elements of nature: ‘water’ and ‘light’ come together and create one of the most amazing experiences,
magic simply happens and leaves an unforgettable memory in our minds.

Application areas

With years of experience in water fountain illumination, OSRAM has created Aqua MINI. A powerful (160W) and highly
efficient (>3500lm) permanent underwater RGBW fixture (IP68) which is compliant with CE and ETL regulations. Aqua
MINI is the ultimate inspiration for water show designers to make them turn water and light into emotions!
Aqua MINI is easy to transport, install and run thanks to its unique design. It can transform outdoor water fountains,
historical fountains, sculptures or newly developed water shows easily and powerfully. This smart luminaire’s
6 channels (including adjustable strobe effect) and RDM capabilities provide a lot of functions and advantages such as
durability, chromatic reproduction and resistance to being turned on and off continually. Any color is possible through
RGB combinations.

Water fountains

Historical fountains

Water (Aquatique) shows

Live events

